DOCTORAL SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR EU & NON-EU APPLICANTS
--AVAILABLE NOW--

ABOUT – CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR ERASMUS MUNDUS DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

Up to 10 fully funded 3-year doctoral fellowships sponsored by the European Commission – open to both EU and non-EU citizens

WHAT – INTERNATIONAL & INTERDISCIPLINARY DOCTORAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME

The GEM PhD School is an international doctoral programme focused on questions related to “Globalisation, the EU and Multilateralism” covering most disciplines within Social Sciences. It offers an integrated research and training environment set up by 9 leading global universities.

Three specific “Jointly Executed Research Projects” (JERPs) provide the GEM PhD School and its affiliated researchers with a shared backbone:

- **MORGANITE – Headed by the IEE-ULB**: Institution centred research. Focussed on regional and global institutionalized multilateral cooperation.
- **CITRINE – Headed by the University of Warwick**: Interest centred research. Looking at the interactions between European policy mechanisms and global imperatives.
- **AMETRINE – Headed by LUISS-Guido Carli**: A research initiative focused on the normative components of European international politics.

WHERE – THE OFFICIAL CALLS & PROGRAMME GUIDEBOOK ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE

All details regarding the research programme, the conditions associated with the fellowships, and the application process can be found on the GEM PhD School’s website:

www.erasmusmundus-gem.eu

HOW – THE APPLICATION PROCESS

The application process as well as the detailed description of the three calls associated with the GEM PhD School – i.e. MORGANITE; CITRINE; AMETRINE JERPs – can be found under the “Call for Applications” header on the programme’s website.

APPLICATIONS ARE TO BE SUBMITTED BOTH BY ONLINE REGISTRATION AND POSTAL MAIL

-- DEADLINE: JANUARY 16th 2012 --

*Midnight Brussels Time*